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ABSTRACT

Xenon enhanced. computed tomography (XeCT) is a non-invasive technique

for measuring regional cerebral blood. flow (rCBF). Two aspects of XeCT were

studied in this thesis. First of all, the precision of XeCT was comPared to another

technique for measuring rCBF and secondly, a proposed simplification to the

clinical application of XeCT was investigated'

XeCT was compared to the C1sO, buildup/dynamic positron emission

tomography rCBF measuring technique (c1s02PET). C15O2PET was chosen for this

comparison because of the similarities between it and XeCT and because ClsOrPET

is based on pET (the imaging modality generally considered the best for

measuring cerebral blood flow). The two techniques were compared by studying

the effect statistical noise, which is present in the serial images collected during

the application of both techniques, has on their precision' This comparison was

carried out using Monte Carlo type computer simulations and the results of the

simulations indicated that XeCT is actually more precise than C15O2PET. This

finding was attributed to the better signal to noise ratio in the images obtained

by the former.

The XeCT technique requires that the arteriai concentration of xenon be

measured continuously during a patient study. The arterial concentration of

xenon is usually measured indirectly by monitoring the concentration of xenon

in end-tidal expired air with a thermoconductivity analyzer (the two

concentrations are assumed in equilibrium). An alternative method was
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proposed, which utilizes the CT scanner to measure the expired air concentration.

11 this method, referred to as expired. air scanning, the patienfs expired air is

channelled through the scan field using a flexible plastic tube and sampled by the

CT scanner in conjunction with monitoring the uptake of xenon in cerebral tissue.

This new method simplifies XeCT by eliminating the need for a speciaiized

instrument for measuring the expired air concentration. The viability of expired

air scanning was analyzed.using phantom studies and computer simulations. The

results of the phantom studies demonst¡ated that the CT scanner does in fact have

the capabiiity to detect changes in the xenon concentration in air. The comPuter

simulations showed that although expired air scanning will introduce error into

rCBF measurements, this error is quite small compared to one of the dominant

sources of error associated with XeCT: the statistical noise in the head images.
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Over the latter half of this century many techniques have been developed

for measuring regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in man. One such technique

is xenon enhanced computed tomography (XeCT) and it is the focus of

investigation of this thesis. In particular, two aspects of this technique are

investigated. Firsf it is generally assumed that the gold standard for measuring

rCBF is Positron Emission Tomography (PET) [Kety, 85]. To assess the potential

of xenon enhanced CT as an alternative, the XeCT technique was compared, using

computer simulations, to a PET based rCBF measuring technique. Second, a

proposed modification to the XeCT technique, designed to simplif its application,

was investigated using computer simulations and experimental measurements.

1.1 Clinical Applications of Regional Cerebral Blood Flow

Measurements

The human brain represents only about two percent of the total body

weight yet receives fourteen percent of the cardiac output and is responsible for

twenty-three percent of the total body oxygen consumption [McHenry,78J. Due

to the brain's dependence on blood flow there is a great deal of clinical interest

in measuring cerebral blood flow under normal and various pathological

conditions.

One of the major applications of rCBF measurement is in the area of

cerebral ischemia [Deshmukh,78; McHenry, 78; Rescigno et al, 88]. It has been

estimated that if rCBF falls below 20 ml/7)\g/min, some degree of permanent
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neurologic d.eficit can be expected. FIowever, if rCBF is maintained above 25

rnl/100g/min the prognosis for recovery is reasonabiy good. rCBF measurements

could therefore prove useful for evaluating the extent of recovery of a patient

who has suffered cerebral ischemia due to a neurological disorder such as

cerebrovascular disease, head trauma, or brain lesion.

rCBF measurements could also be used to evaluate the usefulness of, and

the risks associated with, certain neurosurgical procedures such as by-pass

surgery in cerebrovascular disease or the surgical repair of an intracranial

aneurysm [Deshmukh, 78; Rescigno et al, 88]. Such neurosurgical procedures

often require a cerebral artery to be clamped resulting in temporary regional

ischemia.

The measurement of rCBF has been shown to be useful for diagnosing

different types of headaches lDeshmukh, 78; Rescigno et al, 88]. Migraines, for

instance, are associated with hemodynamic changes.

Research has been on going to determine the relationship between rCBF

and degenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's syndrome,

as well as the relationship between rCBF and psychiatric disorders such as

schizophrenia and depression [Deshmukh,78; Rescigno et al, 88]. It is hoped that

knowledge of rCBF during different stages of these diseases could aid in their

management.

rCBF measurements could prove useful in understanding the therapeutic

response of cerebral tumours to different treatments [Ott, 89; Lammertsma et al,
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851. If the blood flow to the tumour is low, then treatrnents such as

chemotherapy and. radiotherapy may prove less effective (chemotherapy is

dependent on blood flow to deliver the drugs to the tumour lshapiro et aL,86]

while radiotherapy requires well-oxygenated tumours cells for treatments to be

successful lNelson et al, 86]).

These constitute but a few examples of the current uses of rCBF

measurements. With more advanced techniques for measuring rCBF presently

being developed, many additional clinical application will be possible.

1.2 Techniques for the Measurement of regional Cerebral Blood Flow

Most modern techniques for measuring rCBF are based on kinetic models

which require the ad.ministration of a tracer followed by the measurement of its

concentration in arterial blood and cerebral tissue. The simptest model used for

this purpose is the single compartrnental Kety model which describes the uptake

or clearance of a nonmetabolized diffusible tracer in tissue [Kety, 511. In this

section, a brief historical outline of the many different Kety based rCBF

techniques is presented.

The first successful technique for measuring blood flow based on the Kety

mod.el was the NrO method [Keg et al,48]. This technique uses the stable gas

NrO as the tracer. As it is impossible to measure the concentration of NtO in

cerebral tissue directly, the venous blood concentration, which is assumed to be

in equilibrium with the tissue concentration, is measured. As a result of not
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being able to measure the tissue concentration directly, this technique can only

be used to measure global blood flow, and not the btood flow in specific volumes

of cerebral tissue (ie. rCBF).

rCBF measurements became possible with the application of radioactive

tracers. The concentration of a radioactive tracer in cerebral tissue can be

determined using radiation detectors (gamma cameras) placed against the

patient's head. 85-Kr was the first radioactive tracer used to measure rCBF in

man [Lassen et al, 54; 64]. It was later replaced by 733-Xe, which proved to be

a more satisfactory tracer due to the higher energy of its emitted photons lObrist

et al, 67; Hoedt-Rasmussen et al, 66]. However, gamma cameras are planar

imaging devices and as such, a three dimensional activity distribution is

superimposed onto two dimensions. Blood flow measurements using gamma

cameras are applicable only to large volumes on the head, not specific volumes

of cerebral tissue and any localized abnormalities in CBF will be difficult to

detect. This superposition problem can only be solved by using tomographic

imaging modalities.

rCBF measurements have been made with almost all of the tomographic

imaging modalities: single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT),

positron emission computed tomography (PET), transmission computed

tomography (CT), with the exception of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

SPECT generates transverse images of the spatial distribution of photon

emitting rad.ionuclides and has been used in the application of the Kety model to
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measure the concentration of a radioactive tracer in cerebral tissue lI-assen et al,

68; Celsis et aL,81,; Lassen et al, 851. There are two basic detector arrangements

for SPECT scanners: a rotating gamma camera or an affay of detectors

surrounding the patient. The rotating gamma camera requires considerably more

time than an array of detectors to acquire sufficient number of photons to

produce suitable images for quantitative measurements. Therefore, the former is

used less often in the application of the Kety model. The most common

radioactive tracer for measuring rCBF with SPECT has been L33-Xe.

Serious disadvantages with SPECT include its poor spatial resolution and

its susceptibitity to scattered, radiation fl-assen et al, 85]. The poor spatial

resolution of SPECT puts a lower limit on the volume of cerebral tissue for which

blood flow can be calculated, while scatter radiation will adversely effect the

precision and. accuracy of measurements. Other radionuclides such as 127Xe and

1æI have photons of higher energy than 133Xe and they have been suggested as

alternative tracers, in an effort to reduce the effect of scattered radiation- A new

class of tracers, called. "chemical microspheres" have also been developed for

measuring rCBF with SPECT lRescigno et at, 88]. They have a prolonged

retention in tissue and as a result, conventional slow rotational gamma cameras

can be used. FIowever, the kinetic models used to describe the deposition and

retention of chemical microspheres in tissue can be complicated.

CT, which produces transverse images of the differential absorption of X-

rays [Webb,88; Barrett and Swindell, 81], has also been used in the application
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of the Kety model lKelcz et aI,78; Drayer et al, 80]. With this technique, the

stable gas xenon, which is a contrast agent, is used as the diffusible tracer. As the

concentration of xenon in tissue increases, there is a subsequent enhancement

(increase) in CT number. CT scanning therefore provides a means of measuring

the cerebral tissue concentration of xenon required by the Kety equation.

The major advantage of this technique is the excellent spatial and temporal

resolution of the CT scanner. Due to the rapid acquisition time associated with

CT, it is possible to completely characterize the washin or washout of xenon in

cerebral tissue with dynamic scanning. This complete characterization in turn,

makes possible the simultaneous measurement of blood flow and the blood/brain

partition coefficient. The partition coefficient is defined as the ratio of the

concentration of a substance in tissue to its concentration in blood at equilibrium

an¿ is a measure of tracer solubility [Kety,51]. As will be discussed. in Chapter

Z.Z, the Kety model requires prior knowledge of the partition coefficient to

calculate rCBF. Most applications of the Kety model are unable to determine the

partition coefficient simultaneous with rCBF and therefore the former must be

estimated. If the correct value is not chosen, then the derived value of rCBF can

be erroneous. By determining the partition coefficient and rCBF simultaneously,

the XeCT technique offers the advantage of eliminating this potential source of

error. Characterizing the washin/washout of the tracer with SPECT is not

possible because of the poor temporal resolution of this modality.

PET yietds transverse images of the distribution of an administered
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positron emitting radionuclide by coincidence detection of annihilation photons

generated, when emitted positrons are absorbed in tissue lRaichle, 79;Webb,881.

There are three main methods for measuring rCBF with positron emission

tomography based on the Kety model; the steady state technique [Subramanyam/

77;Frackowiak,80l, the autoradiographic technique lHerscovitch et aL,83; Raichle

et al, 831 and the dynamic technique [Alpert et al, 84; Huang et al, 82;

Lammertsma et al,89l.

The steady state technique was the first developed. In this application, the

patient inhales a lsO labelled gas until the saturation concentration of the tracer

in cerebral tissue has been achieved, at which time, a single PET scan is acquired.

Since the tissue concentration is measured at saturation, the PET scan can be

acquired over a long period of time, thus reducing the statistical noise in the

image. FIowever, this technique is time consuming and does not efficiently utilize

the radiation dose administered to the patient llammertsma et al, 89].

The autoradiographic technique is considerably quicker than the steady

state application. This technique requires a bolus injection of a tracer, usually

HrtuO, followed by a singte PET scan shortly after injection. The entire procedure

can take less than 5 minutes to complete lKanno et al, 84].

The dynamic technique utilizes serial PET scanning with either the steady

state or autoradiographic methods. As with the XeCT technique, dlmamic

scanning allows one to characterize thle tracer tissue washin/washout curve so

that both rCBF and the partition coefficient can be determined, simultaneously.
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MRI generates three dimensional images of the interaction of nuclei with

their su¡round.ings in the presence of magnetic fields [Taylor et aL,88; Webb, 88]'

Like the other tomographic imaging modalities, MRI can also be used in the

application of the Kety model. FIowever, techniques for measuring blood flow,

which utilize MRI are stitl in the developmental stage. The substances currently

being investigated as possible tracers are the contrast agent Gd-DTPA, which

shortens T, and T, relaxation rates [Majumdar,89f , and the tracer agents D2O and

1eF, both of which provide MR signals at different Lamor frequencies than lH

[Kim,88; Eleff,88]. Further work is required on these techniques before they can

be clinically implemented.

1.3 Organization of Thesis

As mentioned in the introduction, one of the aims of this thesis is to

compare the XeCT technique to a PET based rCBF measuring technique. The PET

technique chosen for this comparison was the ClsO, buildup/dynamic PET

technique. The Kety model, the XeCT and the C12O2PET techniques are described

in chapter 2. The precision of rCBF measurements carried out using these two

techniques is compared in chapter 3. The second goal of this thesis was to

ana|yze a proposed simplification to the clinical application of the XeCT

technique. This analysis is presented in chapter 4. Finally, chapter 5 is a general

summary of the thesis.
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Chapter 2

The Kety ft4odel:

Xenon Enhanced Computed T'omography and

CttO, tsuildup Using Dynamic Positron Emission Tomography

Applications
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2.7 Introductíon

The aim of this chapter is to give a detailed outline of two techniques for

measuring regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF); xenon enhanced computed

tomography (XeCT) lKelcz etal,78; Drayer et al, 80] and C15O, buildup technique

using dynamic PET (Clsoz) llammertsma et al,89].

2.2 The Kety Model

In1.870,Fick derived a law, referred to as the Fick principle, to describe the

uptake of a tracer substance in tissue [KeV 51]. The Fick principle is a special

case of a more general postulate: the principle of mass conservation. This

principle states that the amount of a substance carried into a tissue region (Q") in

time At must be equal to the quantity disposed of by accumulation (Q') or

conversion (Q*) plus the amount exiting the region (Q"):

Let C" represent the concentration of the tracer in arterial blood and C" the

concentration in venous blood. If it is assumed that the arterial blood and the

venous btood provide the only significant pathways into and out of a tissue

volume and if the rate of flow (F) of the two are equal, then Q./Ât and Q./ Lt are

given by FC" and FC" respectively. IÍ it is also assumed that the tracer used is not

metabolized, then Q- equals zero and equation (1) can be rewritten as:

Qu=Qi+Q^*Qu

^r ^t 
At 

^t
(1)
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#=F(ca-cu)

where Q, is the amount of the tracer in the tissue. Equation (2) is referred to as

the Fick principle.

If the volume of the tissue region is Vr, then:

dc, 
=

dQ¡ _ F(Ca- Cn)

dt - va,

(2)

(3)
L vi

where C, represents the concentration of tracer in tissue.

If the tissue is homogeneous with respect to the rate of perfusion and

solubitity of the tÍacer, then the following relation holds true at diffusion

equilibrium [Keg 5L]:

ci -- 
^icn

where 1", is the tracer partition coefficient between tissue and blood. A partition

coefficient is defined as the equilibrium ratio between the concentration of tracer

in a certain tissue and its concentration in blood. The partition coefficient is

usually expressed in units of g/ml or ml/ml. Equation (3) becomes:

#=fi(cu-Lici)

where { is defined as F/Vi and is the blood flow through a volume of tissue

(mllmt/min). A single value of ( should describe the blood flow through the

tissue compartment, V,, provided the tissue volume and capillary volume in the

compartrnent are well mixed.

(4)

(s)
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In order to utilize relationship (4), the tracer diffusion equilibrium befween

blood and tissue must be instantaneous. Tracers that satisfy this criterion are

referred, to as freely diffusible [Kety, 51]. A more general statement of the Fick

principle should include a diffusion factor,rrq, which ranges between 0 and L, and

represents the fraction of diffusion equilibrium achieved [Kety,51]:

# = mrf i(ca - cu)

The general solution to equatioî(6), assuming the arterial concentration to

be a function of time is:

Ci(r) = ci ( To) e-ktr + k¡L¡e

where Ci(T") is the concentration of the tracer in tissue at time zero

defined as the rate constant. \ is related to { and }", by:

ç ktLi
t, - 

^,

If the concentration at To is zero then equation (7) reduces to:

and k, is

T

cig) = k:À¡e-k" ["^rt) ektEdt ( 9 )

0

Equation (9) is commonly referred to as the Kety equation and serves as

the basic foundation for the measurement of rCBF. For a freely diffusible tracer

(rr\ = 1), rCBF (f,) can be calculated by determining the time rate of change of the

(6)

T
-oo 

Ï""(t) ek'Edt
tô

(7)

(B)
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arterial concentration, C,(t), the specific tissue concentration at a time T, C,(T), and

the local partition coefficient, À,.

Values of the partition coefficient for cerebral tissues have been determined

for different tracers lKety, 51; Herscovitch et al, 85; Veall et al, 65]. However, if

the partition coefficient for a specific region of interest is incorrectly estimated,

errors in the calculated blood flow can arise. For instance, if the region of interest

contains abnormal tissue such as a carcinoma then it may prove difficult to

accurately assign the correct partition coefficient. This problem can be eliminated

by experimentally measuring the partition coefficient for each individual

application of the Kety model.

The simplest method for determining the partition coefficient is to measure

the equilibrium concentration of tracer in arterial blood and cerebral tissue. The

partition coefficient is defined as the ratio of the fwo equilibrium concentrations:

Àj _ Ci(at equifibriun) (10)
Cu(at equilibrium)

However, this method is not very practical because it requires that tracer

equilibrium in tissue be reached. Depending on the type of tissue under

investigation and the tracer being used, equilibrium may take as long as 30 - 60

minutes to reach [Drayer et aI79).

It is possible to determine rCBF and À, simultaneously by monitoring the

buildup of the tracer in cerebral tissue [Meyer et al,8'I..; Gur et aI,82; Lammertsma

et al, 891. In this method, the tissue concentration is sampled at various times as
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it rises to its equilibrium level. The Kety equation is then fit to the experimentally

measured tissue and arterial buildup curves to generate best fit estimates of the

two parameters, k, and I,. Blood flow is then calculated using equation (8). Both

techniques discussed in the following sections use this curve fitting procedure to

calculate values of rCBF.

2.3 Applications of the Kety Model

The rCBF measuring techniques: xenon-enhanced computed tomography

(proposed. in 1978 lKelcz et al, 78]) and C15O2PET buildup using dynamic PET

(proposed in 1989 llammertsma et a\,89]) are summarized in this section.

2.3.7 Tracer

The Kety model requires a tracer capable of crossing the blood-brain

barrier. The stable gas xenon is used as the tracer in the XeCT technique and

radioactive water (FLtuO) is used in the CI5O2PET technique. Both tracers readily

cross the blood brain barrier.

With either technique, the patient inhales the tracer continuously

throughout the duration of the study. For the XeCT technique, xenon is inhaled

in the form of a xenon/oxygen mixture, typically 30 to 35 percent xenon, for a

duration of about six minutes [Meyer et al, 8L]. The inhaled xenon is absorbed

by the blood in the lung capillary bed and is transported through the body via

the arterial network. Upon reaching the brain, the xenon gas will cross the blood
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brain barrier and build.up to a saturation concentration in the tissue- For the

CI5O'PET technique, radioactive water is administered by inhatation of CttOr.

Water in blood is labeled via the lsO transfer between carbon dioxide and water

in the lung capillary bed [subramanyam et aL,78]:

CtuO, + HzO * HrCTsOz * nTsO ¡ COz ( 11)

In this application, the patient inhales a mixture of ClsO, and air, at a

concentration of 20 pC,/mt, delivered at a rate of 500 ml/min llammertsma et al,

891. As in the case of xenon, HrtuO will buildup to saturation in cerebral tissue.

2.3.2 Concentration of Tracer in Cerebral Tissue

The curve representing the buildup of tracer in cerebral tissue during

inhalation is characterued.by dynamic scanning. For XeCT, one or two baseline

scans (scans prior to xenon inhalation) and four to six enhanced scans (scans

during inhalation) separated by a time interval of about one minute are acquired

[Meyer et al, 81; Good et al,87a]. Because of xenon's high atomic number (Z =

54) and resulting k edge (34.6 keV), the combination of xenon and tissue will

exhibit a greater attenuation of x-rays than tissue alone fFoley et aL,78]. As a

result, the CT number of the tissue will increase with increasing xenon

concentration. The increase in CT number, 
^HU(t), 

from the baseline scans to an

enhanced scan can be directly reiated to the buildup of xenon in the tissue [Lee

et al, 90a]:
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hnu(t) = CT"nh^n".d- CTa^"at-ine= dcj(t) (12)

where c¿ is a calibration factor, CTb""ulin" is the CT number for a particular region

of interest in a baseline scan and CT"nnun*d ifl the CT number for the same region

of interest in an enhanced scan.

By ptotting AHU(I) for each enhanced scan versus time, a curve is

generated which represents the buildup of xenon in cerebral tissue. Figure L

shows two such curves, one for gray matter and one for white [Bews et al, 90].

The data points on the curves represent theoretical values of ÂHU(t) obtained

from each enhanced scan.

For C15O,PET, the tissue sampling protocol consists of 19 consecutive PET

scans of the following length and order: 6 scans of 10 second duration, 9 scans of

20 second duration, 6 scans of 30 second duration and finally 3 scans of 60 second

duration llammertsma et al,89]. The activity measured in a scan can be directly

related to the cerebral tissue concentration of Hrtuo provided the sensitivity of the

PET scanner is known. Figure 2 shows the theoretical buildup curves for grey

and white matter for the initial six minutes of inhalation. Each point on the

curves represents the total activity measured for a particular scan and the time

of each point represents the beginning of a scan.

Unlike a CT scan, which can be considered instantaneous (a CT scan is

typically acquired in two seconds), a PET scan represents activity measured over

a longer time period. As a result, the Kety equation must be integrated over the

scan time when applied to the CI5O'PET technique:
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tz tzt
ect(t) = o["r(t)dt = xrkr[ Ïcr(u) e(-kd(¡ - u)) d.ud.t (13)

t1 tto

where Act(t) represents the activity measured during a scan, o is the sensitivity

factor for the PET scanner, (t - tr) is the time length of the scary and ko is the sum

of the rate constant k, and the physicat decay constant of tsO (0.34 min-l).
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Figure 1

The enhancement in CT number for grey and white matter during the

inhalation of. a 33Vo xenon in oxygen mixtu¡e. The filled circles represent the

sampling points during a typical clinical study.
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Fígure 2

The activity measured in grey and white matter by a PET scanner during

the inhalation of CtuOr. The filted circles represent the sampling points during a

typical clinical trial. Each point represents the total measured activity during the

scan. The time of each point represents the beginning of a scan.
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2.3.3 Concentration of T'racer in ,Arterial tslood

The arterial concentration of the tracer, C"(t), must also be measured as a

function of time during the application of either technique.

For XeCT, C"(t) is usually determined indirectlyby measuring the end-tidal

xenon concentration in exhaled air, thus making the entire XeCT procedure non-

invasive. The end-tidal portion of the expired air refers to air exiting the alveolar

sacs of the lungs and it had been shown that the concentration of xenon in the

end-tidal air is directly proportional to its concentration in the arterial blood

[Obrist et aI,67l. The xenon concentration in expired air can be monitored using

either a mass spectrometer or a thermoconductivity analyzer [Gur et aI, Mf , t};.e

iatter being much less expensive and therefore more commonly used. The

thermoconductivity of end-tidal air is linear with respect to the xenon

concentration over the range of interest. Since the enhancement in CT number

with respect to the buildup of xenon is tissue is also linear, the end-tidal xenon

curve can be calibrated in terms of ÂHU [Meyer et al, 81].

To simplify the data analysis for the XeCT technique, C"(t) is assumed to

be an exponential function of time lGood et al,87af:

ca(t) = Fcr"*(t - e-bt) (14)

where C-o, is the concentration of xenon in the inhaled gas mixture, b is a rate

constant describing the rate at which the saturation concentration is reached and

ß is a calibration constant, which relates expired air concentration to the arterial

concentration. Figure 3 shows the buildup of xenon in end tidal air; the sampling
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points represent measured end-tidal xenon concentration values from a patient

stud,y and the curye represents the best fit with equation (i4) [Bews et al, 90].

Using this simplification, the Kety equation reduces to:

(].5 )

The procedure for determining rCBF now consists of fitting equation (14)

to the end-tidal data to derive b, and then fitting the Kety equation, equation (15),

to the cerebral tissue data to determine rCBF. By characterizing the end-tidal

xenon concentration data with equation (14), the need for numerical integration

in the fitting procedure is eliminated, thus reducing the computational time.

For ClsOrPET, C"(t) is measured directly [Lammertsma et a\,89]. Arterial

blood is drawn continuously throughout the study via a catheter inserted in the

radial artery. The blood passes through a tube which is looped around a

cylindrical scintillator sensitive to beta radiation. Figure 4 shows a side view of

the beta detector unit lWeinberg et aI,88]. The scintillator response is recorded

by a single channel analyzer whose output, in turn, is fed to a scaler module, the

content of which is recorded every two seconds. The recorded arterial blood

activity is cross-calibrated to the PET scanner. Figure 5 shows the measured

activity in arterial btood as a function of time during a typical patient study

llammertsma et aL,89].

hHU(t) = apr.rk, |- , - 
ut *',!- - k'e-atl

L ^' --E-j
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Figure 3

Patient breathing curve during continuous inhalation of a 33% xenon in

oxygen mixture. The fitled circles represent experimentally measured values of

the end-tidal xenon concentration in expired air. The solid line is the best fit of

a single exponential to these data.
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Figure 4

Side View of the beta detector unit used in the CISO'PET technique to

measure the activity of HrlsO in arterial blood [Weinberg et al 88].
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Figure 5

Measured. arterial activity curve during continuous inhalation of CtuOr.

The sampling points represent the activity measured by the beta counter every

two seconds llammertsma et al,89].
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2.4 Potential Sources of Error with the two Applications

The objective of this section is to outline potential sources of error in the

XeCT and CISO'PET techniques. As with the previous section, both techniques

wilt be discussed simultaneously to emphasize similarities and differences.

2.4.7 X'jotential Sources of Error ,A,ssociated with the Tracer

The Kety model is a single compartment model; that is, a single value of

flow should adequately describe the passage of the tracer through the tissue

volume. There has been no evidence to dispute the adequacy of this model for

describing the perfusion of xenon. However, there has been concern that the Kety

model is not suitable for describing the tissue perfusion of FIrlsO. It has been

discovered from blood flow measurements using other PET techniques with

F{21sO, that results are often dependent on the time length of the study lGambhir

et al,87l. It has been suggested that this time dependence is a result of the water

movement through tissue consisting of two components: a fast component

representing freely exchangeable water and a slow component representing water

that is bound to various molecular compounds in tissue [Gambhir et al, 871.

Under these circumstances, a two compartmental model would be expected to

better describe the water movement. The CtuO, buildup technique has produced

blood flow measurements which appear to be independent of the study duration

[Lammertsma et al, 89]. This independence suggests that the time dependence

observed with other techniques may be due to other sources of error such as the
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time delay between the cerebral and arterial activity data or the dispersion of the

arterial function [Lammertsma et al, 89]. These errors are described in section

2.4.3.

Another restriction of the Kety model is that the tracer used must be freely

diffusible. This restriction means that the diffusion of the tracer through the

tissue must be rapid enough that its movement is only dependent on blood flow.

If this criterion is not satisfied, blood flow measurements will depend on the

diffusion rate of the tracer. Although xenon is considered freely diffusible, water

is not fEichting et aI,74]. In fact, it has been shown in animal studies, that the

blood flow measured using labelled water will be progressively underestimated

as flow increases, due to the restricted diffusion of water lRaichle et al, 83].

Fortunately, in humans this underestimation is small for normal flow rates

llammertsma et al, 81]. Flowever, this limitation should be duly noted when

flow rates are high.

An underlining assumption for the successful application of either XeCT

or CtSOTPET is that the tracer used will not effect blood flow. With F{rtuO, this is

a reasonable assumption since water is found naturally in cerebral tissue. On the

other hand, xenon is not found naturally in the body, and is known to have side

effects if inhaled at relativity high concentrations (greater that 30 percent) for

prolonged periods of time (greater than 4 minutes) [Gur et al, 85].

Xenon is an anesthetic [Meyer et al,81] and at high concenhations, it can

affect btood flow [Junck et al, 85; Gur et al, 85]. The obvious solutions to this
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problem would be to reduce the concentration inhaled and/ or limit the inhalation

time. FIowever, limiting the inhalation time to less than 4 minutes makes it is

impossible to reach the tissue saturation in some tissues, notably white matter.

Regardless of whether the partition coefficient is measured using the ratio of the

equilibrium concentrations of xenon in blood and tissue (equation 10) or curve

fitting, its accuracy and precision will depend on being able to sample tissue

concentration at saturation. Although attempts have been made to extrapolate to

the saturation value [Drayer etal,797, the calculated partition coefficient for white

matter is often erroneous [Meyer et al, 81.; Bews et al, 90].

Reducing the percent xenon inhaled will adversely effect the accuracy oÍ

rCBF measurements by reducing the signal to noise ratio (SNR) in the serial scans

used to characterize the buildup of xenon in tissue (the dependence of the rCBF

measurements on SNR is discussed in the next section). In an effort to balance

the effects of xenon on rCBF and the accuracy of the XeCT technique, the

concentration of xenon used in clinical studies is typically around 35% and the

study duration about 4 to 6 minutes [Yonas et al, 85].

2.4.2 Fotential Sources of Error,A.ssociated with Measuring the Concentration

of Tracer in Cerebral Tissue

Both XeCT and CI5O2PET use serial scanning to characterize the tissue

buildup curve. In order for this characterization to be successful, the

measurement of the tracer concentration in tissue from the individuai scans
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should be as precise and accurate as possible. The precision and accuracy of

these measurements will be limited by the noise in the images. In fact, noise is

one of the dominant sources of error in both techniques lRottenberg et aL,82;

Good et al,87b; Lammertsma et al,89l and is the topic of the next chapter. For

both CT and PET, noise is primarily due to the statistical nature of the detection

of transmitted/emitted photons. Scattered photons can also contribute to the

noise.

There are three basic methods for reducing the effect of image noise.

Firstly, the SNR in the images can be improved by increasing the concentration

of the tracer administered. Unfortunately, for XeCT, the concentration of xenon

inhaled should remain below 35Vo for the reasons mentioned previously. With

Ct5O2PET, the concentration of ClsO, inhaled can be increased, but only at the

expense of increasing the radiation dose delivered to the patient.

A second possible method of reducing the effects of noise is to acquire

more scans during the study. For XeCT, multiple baseline scans can be collected

and averaged to reduce the magnitude of the noise lGood et al,87bJ. Increasing

the number of enhanced scans will improve the sampling of the tissue buildup

curve. Flowever, in both cases, the patient radiation dose is increased. For

C15O2PET, the radiation dose is entirely independent of the number of scans

obtained. The only restriction on sampling the buildup curve is insuring that a

sufficient number of events are recorded in each individual scan. As such, a

relatively large number of scans can be acquired to better characterize l}re buildup
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curve. This is why nineteen consecutive scans are obtained for the CI5O2PET

technique, compared to only six scans for XeCT.

The final method for reducing the effect of noise is to use regions of

interest (ROI) to calculate the average signal enhancement rather than individual

pixels [Drayer et aI,79; Bews et aL,90; Lammertsma et aL,89]. By using ROIs, the

standard deviation of the noise can be reduced through pixel averaging. It has

been suggested that for XeCT, ROIs should be greater than 40 mm3 in order to

obtain sufficient precision in CT numbers lDrayer,79l. For ClsOrPET, the smallest

ROI reported in the literature was 4 cm3 [Lammertsma et aL,89]. Quite clearly,

there is a trade off between ROI size and resolution.

Atthough the use of ROIs for calculating rCBF reduces the effect of noise,

the effect of another potential source of error, tissue inhomogeneity, will increase.

Recall that the Kety equation is a single compartment model, which means that

for a given volume of tissue, a single value for blood flow and partition

coefficient will be generated. However, cerebral tissue is comprised of two main

types of tissue (grey matter and white matter) and often the ROI will contain a

mixture of both. It has been shown that for a inhomogeneous tissue volume, the

Kety equation will produce biased estimates of the average values of rCBF and

1,, lGood et al,87b; Kanno et al, 85; Koeppe et aL,84; Herscovitch et al, 83]. With

XeCT, this bias will lead to an underestimation of blood flow of the order of ten

percent for a tissue volume containing approximately equal amounts of grey and

white matter lGood et al,87b]. Similar results have been reported from blood
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flow studies using various PET techniques [Kanno, 84; Koeppe, 85; Herscovitch,

831. Although, the reported severity of this bias varies from one study to another,

estimated errors have ranged from -3.7% lHerscovitch et a\,83] to -20Vo [Koeppe

et al,85l. The effect of tissue inhomogeneity was not discussed in the article on

the ClsO, buildup technique llammertsma et aI, 89]. FIowever, judging by

previous reports and the large regions of interest used in the CtuO, buildup

article, tissue inhomogeneity must certainly have some detrimental effect of the

accuracy of this technique.

Errors introduced in rCBF measurements by noise is considerably larger

that the error introduced by tissue inhomogeneity lGood et al,87b; Lammertsma

et al, 891. As such, regions of interest must be used and the effect of tissue

inhomogeneity endured.

Two factors, unique to PET, which can also reduce the precision and

accuracy of rCBF measurements, are random coincidences (coincidence events due

to two photons generated through separate annihilation events [Ter-Pogossiary

811) and deadtime (the time period following detection of a photon for which a

detector will not accept any more events [Derenzo et al, 75]). Fortunately,

because of the low count rates used in the CtSO2PET technique, the effect of these

two factors should not be significant llammertsma et al, 89].

Another potential source of error in characterizing the tissue buildup is

ensuring the serial scans are aligned so that the same ROI is obtained in each

scan. This alignment requires that the patient remain motionless throughout the
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entire study, a condition that can be very difficult to satisfy. As a result,

misregistration of images is a frequent problem. Movements that occur in

directions within the plane of the image can be removed with postprocessing

(pixel shifting) while movements in the axial direction are very difficult to correct

[Gur et aL,82]. To reduce the effect of motion, a head holder which fits snugly

around the patient's head, securing it firmly in position, should be used [Gur et

al 821.

In both XeCT and C15O2PET, inaccuracies in the measured calibration

factors can lead to errors in the rCBF estimates. For XeCT, the calibration factor

relating the enhancement in CT number to the concentration of xenon in brain

tissue must be known. This factor can be determined for a specific scanner by

measuring the CT number for various known concentrations of xenon in a brain

phantom [Lee et al, 90a]. It is important that this calibration factor remain

constant throughout a patient study, and be independent of spatial position in the

scan. However CT drift (the systematic change in CT number with time)

lKearfott et al, 83] and beam hardening (the increase in mean energy of the x-ray

beam as it passes through tissue) [Lee et al, 90a] can jeopardize the constancy of

this calibration factor. For the CI5O2PET technique, a calibration factor relating

the activity measured in the arterial blood counting apparatus to the activity

measured in the PET scanner must be known. This calibration factor is

determined by counting the same radioactive blood samples in each apparatus.

Any uncertainty in the count rates recorded by the two apparatus could introduce
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error into the value of this calibration factor. Fortunately, both XeCT and

C15O2PET are relatively insensitive to errors in their respective calibration factors

[Lee et al, 90a; Lammertsma et aL, 89].

2.4.3 Fotential Sources of Emor Associated with Measuring the Concentration

of Tracer in Arterial Blood

Both the XeCT and the CI5O2PET techniques require that the arterial

buildup curve, C"(t), be determined simultaneously with the tissue buildup curve/

C(t). A potential source of error with the measurement of C"(t) is the time

difference between the arrival of the tracer in cerebral tissue and its arrival to the

arterial sampling location (ie. the lungs for XeCT and a radial artery for ClsOrPET.

If not accounted for, this time delay can introduce a large error in the rCBF

estimates [Dhawan et aL,86; Good et al,87af . For instance, with XeCT it has been

estimated that a time delay of 6 seconds, which is typical in clinical studies, can

produce a 74Vo error in calculated flow values lGood et aI,87af.

The time delay can be incorporated into the Kety model by treating it as

a third independent variable in the curve fitting procedure lFatouros et al, 87;

Lammertsma et al, 89]. As well, for XeCT, it can be estimated by extrapolating

the tissue buildup curve to the time axis, assuming the enhancement in CT

number rises smoothly lFatouros et al,87l.

A potential source of error unique to the CI5O2PET technique is the

dispersion of the arterial function as it passes through the radial artery and the
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blood counting apparatus llida et al 86]. With XeCT, dispersion is not a

significant problem because C"(t) is measured from the expired air and therefore

the dipersion of the function as it passes through the arterial network is of no

concern. Like the time delay, the dispersion of the arterial function can be

corrected for by incorporating it into the fitting procedure [Lammertsma et a\,89].

Flowever, due to counting statistics, these phenomena can only be incorporated

when very large regions of interest (whole brain) are used. For smaller regions,

values determined from large regions must be used.

For XeCT, errors can arise as a result of approximating the arterial data

with a single exponential function instead of using the measured arterial data

directly. It has been estimated that errors in flow values of the order of 5% can

be introduced lGood et al,87a]. This potential error can be reduced by fitting

the arterial data with a more flexible function such as a single exponential with

a linear term lGood et al, 87a] or a double exponential lFatouros et al, 87].

Unfortunately, the computation time associated with curve fitting will be

increased.
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Chapter 3

Measurement of regional Cerebral Elood F'low:

.4. Comparative Study of Two T'echniques
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3.1 Introduction

The two techniques for measuring rCBF outlined in chapter two were

xenon enhanced computed tomography (XeCT) and ClsOrbuildup using dynamic

PET (C15O2PET). Both require that the temporal buildup of a tracer in cerebral

tissue be determined. Using a curve fitting routine, the Kety equation is fit to the

buildup data to generate estimates of the rate constant k and the partition

coefficient 1,. rCBF is the product of these two parameters. With either technique,

the cerebral buildup is determined by a series of tomographic images obtained

while the patient continuously inhales the tracer. Figures 1 and 2 show the

theoretical buildup curves for grey and white matter for each technique. The data

points represent the times at which the curves are fypically sampled through

scanning.

Noise is present in both CT and PET images and is primarily due to the

statistical nature of the detection of transmitted/emitted photons by the respective

scanners. This noise introduces an uncertainty in the measurement of the tracer

concentration from the individual scans and thus leads to error in the fitted

estimates of k, ì" and rCBF. It has been stated that image noise is one of the

dominant sources of error with either technique [Good et al, 87b; Lammertsma

el al, 891. The objective of this chapter was to compare XeCT and CISOrPET by

analyzing the effect image noise has on the precision of the rCBF measurements

obtained by both techniques. This comparison was carried out using Monte Carlo

type computer simulations.



3.2 &{ethod

3.2.7 Monte Carlo Simulations

The algorithm for the Monte Carlo simulation is as follows:

step 1) Using the Kety equation (equation 9) with typical values of k, I, and

arterial tracer concentration data, a theoretical curve describing the

buildup of a specific tracer in cerebral tissue is generated.

A number of points is selected from the theoretical tissue buildup

curve to represent the scans obtained during a typical clinical study.

A random number generator with zero mean and unit variance is

used to simulate the noise present in the scans. The output from

the generator is multiplied by a constant to provide noise of the

desired variance and then added to the sampling points to yield a

noisy data set.

The Kety equation is then refit to the noisy data to generate'best fif

estimates of L and k. rCBF is the product of k and 1,.

step 2)

step 3)

step 4)

The entire procedure is repeated 1000 times to yield distributions for ì", k

and rCBF for a particular magnitude of image noise. Disfibutions are generated

for a range of noise levels (described by different vaiances) and are used to

quantify the effect of noise on the precision of blood flow measurements by

noting the spread of the distribution generated.



3.2.2 XeC-[ Simulations

The Monte Carlo noise analysis for the XeCT technique has been previously

performed [Bews et al, 90]. In this section an overview of that work will be

presented.

The single integral Kety equation was used in this study because the

duration of a typical CT scan is quite short (two seconds) and can therefore be

ignored. The buildup of xenon in cerebral tissue was determined by the

enhancement in CT number observed during serial scanning (equation 12).

With the XeCT technique, the arterial concentration of the tracer was

determined indirectly by monitoring the end-tidal concentration of xenon in the

patienf s expired air (chapt er 2.3.3). In order to reduce the computation time, the

end-tidal concentration of xenon is approximated by a single exponential function

(equation 14). C*u*, the saturation concentration of xenon in expired air, was

equal to 33Vo, the percent xenon in a Xe/O, mixture inhaled in a typical clinical

trial. The value of the rate constartt, b, was 2.5 minl and was determined by

fitting the exponential function to typical clinical data (figure 3). The form of the

Kety equation used in the simulations is equation (1S).

Six sampling points separated by one minute intervals plus one baseline

point (at t = 0) were used to represent a typical clinical scanning protocol.

The enhancement in CT number for each scan is determined by subtracting

the baseline scan from the enhanced scan, as discussed in section 2.2.2. Since the

determination of the tissue concentration of xenon relies on the subtraction of
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images, noise was added to both the enhanced scans and the baseline scan.

ln order to compare the XeCT and with the CISO'PET simulations, the

XeCT results were converted from error in flow versus CT noise [Bews et aL,90)

to error in flow versus region of interest (ROI) size, where a ROI is defined as a

group of neighboring voxels and has units (dimension)3. For this conversion, it

was necessary to use the following scanner specifications: the standard deviation

for a single pixel, o, was 3.5 HU lLee,90bl, the image mahix was 512 x 512, with

each voxel having dimensions 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm x 10 mm. This standard

deviation was obtained on a GE9800 CT scanner with the GE quality control

water phantom and the following technique factors: 120 kVp,170 mA,2 second

scan duration, 1 cm slice thickness, and a 51.2 x 5L2 matrix.

The standard error, SE, for a ROI in an image with uncorrelated noise is:

SE --
(16)

(number of pixeJs e RoI) a/2

Let Aoo, be the area of the square ROI (cm2) and d be the dimension of a pixel

(cm). Equation (16) can be written as:

dñ- o dL)ra - 

-(A**¡ 

t/'

Since d = 0.05 cm and o = 3.5 HU:

2.5 x 1-0-3f 3.5.l2
i-.s LssI

(L7 )

(1_B)
ARor -

Equation (18), was used to derive A*o, for magnitudes of CT noise.
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3.2.3 CI5O2FET Simulations

The shortest duration of a PET scan used in the application of the

C15O2PET technique was 1,0 seconds [Lammertsma et aL,89]. Since a PET scan

does not measure the instantaneous concentration of a tracer, the Kety equation

must be integrated over the duration of the scan (equation 13).

The single exponential function used in the XeCT study to represent C"(t)

was chosen for the CISO'PET simulations so that the two procedures were as

similar as possible. For the same reason, b was set equal to 2.5 min-l. The value

of C,,^" was chosen so that the total count rate measured at tracer saturation was

approximately 44K true events/s/ scan llammertsma et al, 89]. The form of the

Kety equation used in the simulations was:

(e-bt, - e-bEr) *

Act(t) = kÀC**

where Act(t) is the activity measured in a

t1.

kd b(kd - b)
b(e-kot' - e-kot')

k'o tø - ko)

PET scan during

(1e)

the time interval t"

The time and duration of the sampling points taken from the tissue

buildup curve were as follows llammertsma et aI,89]: six consecutive scans with

duration of 10 seconds each, followed by nine consecutive scans of 20 seconds

each, and finally four consecutive scans of 30 seconds each. The entire duration

of the study was six minutes, identical to the duration of the XeCT study.

For error analysis it was necessary to choose a slice thickness and a pixel
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size. A slice thickness of 1 cm was chosen so as to be comparible with that used

in the XeCT study. A pixel size of.0.5 cm was chosen assuming a 30 cm field of

view with a 64 x 64 matrix. The standard deviation of the noise, o, associated

with a pixel was calculated using the following formula [Budinger et al,77f:

-Y = (20)

where the signal is the mean number of counts in a pixel. The derivation of this

formula is given in the appendix I. The standard error associated with a ROI is

given by equation (17) where d is equal to 0.5 cm and o is determined by

equation (20).

Equation (20) describes the signal-to-noise ratio, SNR, for a cylindrical

distribution of uniform activity. The values of SNR generated from this formula

are very similar to those quoted for the ECAT III PET scanner [Hoffman et al,83],

which was the scanner used in the clinicat trials of the CI5O2PET technique

[Lammertsma et aI,89).

The cylindrical distribution is considered a worst case senerio for

evaluating the SNR lHoffman et al, 83]. In a typical clinical scan, the SNR can

often be improved by taking into account the contrast between the ROI and its

background [Budinger et aI, 78]. FIowever, for images of the brain using a

diffusible tracer, the contrast between the different tissue types is small (figure 2

illustrates the similarity between the saturation levels for grey and white matter

for the diffusible tracer Hrtto). Therefore, this formula should provide a
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reasonable description of the SNR in the images used in this study.

Procedure

The most important factor determining the precision of flow values

measured with either technique is the SNR in the acquired scans. The SNR

expresses the level of uncertainty associated with the tracer concentration

measurement in each scan and as such, the greater the SNR, the more precise the

fitted flow values.

With either technique, the SNR can easily be improved by increasing the

concentration of the tracer administered, and employing ROIs in the flow

calculations; the negative effects of a low SNR meanwhile, can be reduced by

optimizing the scanning protocol. A higher concentration of inhaled xenon will

result in a greater enhancement in CT number lBews et aI,90] and a higher

inhaled concentration of CtuO, will result in greater tissue activity (SNR is

proportional to the square root of the number of photons detected lBudinger et

al, 771). The SNR will be improved by using ROIs in the flow calculations

because the noise can be reduced by pixel averaging. The scanning protocol is

important because if the cerebral buildup curve is well sampled, the curve fitting

procedure can offset the error introduced by the noise in the individual scans.

To determine the relationship between the precision of rCBF measurements

and SNR, the XeCT and CI5O'PET simulations were run for grey matter (rCBF =

0.8 ml/ml/min) and white matter (rCBF = 0.4ml/ml/rnin) over a range of ROIs
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(0.25,0.5,0.75.7.0,7,5,2.0,3.0 cm3). One thousand simulations were run for each

ROI size using the technical factors (ie. the scanning protocol, resolution, etc.)

described in the previous section. For the XeCT simulations, input values of k =

1.0 mirrl and l, = 0.8 ml/ml for grey matter and k = 0.29 minl and l, = 1..4 ml/ml

for white matter were used lGood et al, 87b]. For the CISOrPET simulations, the

input values used were k = .8 min-l and î" = 1.0 ml/ml for grey matter and k =

0.47 loc¡inr and l" = 0.86 mt/ml for white matter [Herscovitch et aI, M].

All C15O2PET simulations discussed so far, had a steady state count rate of

MK events/s/scan for gey matter, which corresponded to the patient

continuously inhaling 201tCi/ml of C1sO, at a rate of 500 ml/min [Lammertsma

et al, 891. To demonstrate the effect of increasing the concentration of tracer

administered, the CtuO, simulations were repeated, for grey matter and a ROI of

2.0 cm3, with a count rate equal to 66K events/s. This higher count rate

corresponds to an inhaled concentration of 30pCi/ml, assuming a linear

relationship between the concentration of the CrlsO inhaled and the count rate

recorded.

The disadvantage with using a higher concentration of C15O, is an

increased patient radiation dose. To determine if the improvement in precision

obtainable with a higher tracer concentration can be maintained when the study

duration is decreased (and hence, offset the increase in dose due to a higher

concentration), the CI5O'PET simulations were repeated with the study duration

of four minutes and an inhaied concentration equal to 30prCi/ml. An inhaled
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concentration of 30 pCi/m1 with a study duration of 4 minutes will result in the

same patient dose as a concentration of 20 pCi/ml with a duration equal to 6

minutes. The scanning protocol chosen for the four minute study was as follows:

twelve consecutive scans with duration of ten seconds each, followed by four

scans of fifteen seconds each and finally three scans of twenty seconds each. This

protocol consists of the same number of scans as the six minute scanning

protocol.

Although a higher concentration of xenon would improve the precision of

rCBF measurements obtained with the XeCT technique lBews et aI, 90], it has

been determined that the concentration should remain below 33% due to the side-

effects of xenon (section 2.4.L.). Therefore, XeCT studies with a xenon

concentration greater than 33To were deemed to have no clinical value and were

not simulated.

Finally to study the dependence of the precision on the scanning protocol,

XeCT simulations were run for grey matter and a ROI of 2 cmz, using 19 scans

(same number used in the C15O, technique), each separated by 20 seconds.

Likewise, CtuO, simulations were run for grey matter and a ROI of 2 cm2 with

only seven scans, separated each by one minute, starting at time zero. The

duration of each scan was the same as the corresponding scan in the 19 scans

protocol.
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3.4 Results
I

Figures 6(a) and (b), represent rCBF distributions from the XeCT and

CtSO2PET simulations respectively for grey matter and a ROI equal to 2.0 cm3.

These distributions show the relative probability of obtaining a particular flow

value when fitting the Kety equation to data collected with this ROI size. The

larger the spread of these distributions, the worse the precision of a rCBF

calculation. The spreads are quantified by the 5 and 95 percentiles (dashed lines),

the values of flow for which five percent of the distribution lies below or above

respectively. Percentiles are used to quantify the spread rather than standard

deviations because of the non-noffnal shape of the distributions [Bews et al, 90].

The uncertainty in a grey matter flow measurement, for the two techniques

is illustrated in figure 7(a) as a function of ROI. The dotted line represents the

true input flow value (0.8 ml/ml/min). The solid lines represent the 5 and 95

percentiles from the CI5O2PET simulations and the dashed lines represent the

corresponding percentiles from the XeCT simulations. The uncertainfy in a white

matter flow measurement as a function of ROI is illustrated in figure 7(b). For

white matter, the true input flow value was 0.4 ml/ml/min.

Table 1 lists the 5 and 95 percentiles from the CISO'PET simulations for

grey matter, a ROI = 2.0 cm3, and for three different scenarios: inhaled CtsO, at

a concentration equal to 201tCi/ml and a study duration equal to 6 minutes;

inhaled CttO, at a concentration equal to 30 pCi/ml and a study duration equal

to 6 minutes; and CttO, at a concentration equal to 301tCi/ml and a study
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duration equal to 4 minutes. Included in the table are the percentiles from the

XeCT simulations for a 2.0 cm3 ROI. The percent difference between the spreads

of the various distributions are also given.

Table 2(a) shows the 5 and 95 percentiles, as well as the spread of the

distributions (95% - 5%) for two different CtSO2PET scanning protocols, 19 scans

and 7 scans respectively. These results were obtained for grey matter and a ROI

of 2 cm3. The percent decrease in the spread of the distribution going from 7 to

19 scans is also given. The corresponding results for the XeCT simulations are

given in table 2(b). In this case, 6 and 18 enhanced scans protocols were

compared.
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Figure 6

Grey matter flow distribution for a 2.0 cm3 region of interest generated

from (a) the XeCT simulations and (b) the CtSO2PET simulations. The dashed

lines represent the 5 and 95 percentiles of the distribution.
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Figxe 7

(a) The error arising from noise in grey matter flow measurements as a

function of ROI size for both the XeCT and the CI5O'PET techniques. The dotted

line represents the input flow value to the simulations. The solid line represents

the 5 and 95 percentiles from the CISOrPET simulations and the dashed lines

represent the corresponding percentiles from the XeCT simulations. (b) The error

arising from noise in white matter flow measurements.
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Table L

The 5 and 95 percentiles from the grey matter flow distributions f.or a 2.0

cm3 ROI and the following four scenarios:

(A) CI5O2PET simulations with an activity concentration

equal to 20'pCilml and a study duration equal to 6 minutes.

(B) CISO'PET simulations with a concentration equal to 30

pCi/ml and a 6 minute duration.

(C) C15O2PET simulations with a 30 ¡rCi/ml concentration

anda4minuteduration.

(D) XeCT simulations with an inhaled xenon concentration

of.337o and a study duration of 6 minutes.



A
B
C
D

Percentiles
595

0.666 0.960
0.689 0.929
0.629 1.011
0.71.0 0.908

Spread
(e5-s)

0.294
0.240
0.382
0.198

Difference in Spreads
From A From D

- +487o
-78Vo +'l,9To

+30Vo +93%
-33Vo
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Table 2

(A) The 5 and 95 percentiles from the clso2pET simulations

for grey matter, a ROI equal to 2.0 cm3 and two scanning protocols.

(B) The 5 and 95 percentiles from the XeCT simulations

for grey matter, a ROI equal to 2.0 cm3 and two scanning protocols.



(A)

(B)

scanning Percentiles spread Increase in spread
Protocol 5 95 (95-5) from 7 to'Lgicans

19 scans 0.666 0.960 0.294
7 scans 0.601 1.080 0.479 39Vo

scanning Percentiles spread Increase in spread
Protocol 5 95 (95-5) from 7 to'l.9icans

19 scans 0.72'1 0.892 0.177
7 scans 0.770 0.908 0.198 14Vo
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3.5 Discussion

Flow estimates from the XeCT simulations for both grey and white matter

are more precise than those obtained from the CI5O'PET simulations, as evident

from the results illustrated in figures 7(a) and (b). These figures show the spread

of the flow distribution to be narrower for the XeCT simulations than for the

CtSO2PET simulations over the entire ROI range studied. The narrower the

spread of the flow distribution becomes, the greater the probabitity of obtaining

the correct flow value. Before discussing the factors contributing to these results,

dose calculations for both techniques is given, the importance of which will be

evident shortly.

The relative radiation dose delivered to a patient by different diagnostic

imaging modilities that use ionizing radiation is best defined using the concept

of the Effective Dose Equivalent, Ha lHuda et al, 89a]. The Effective Dose

Equivalent is defined as:

H, = Ð*F,

where H, is the dose equivalent in a given organ or tissue, T, and w, is a

weighting factor for organ T expressing the risk associated to radiation exposure

to that organ. For a CT head scan, the H, is 0.21 mSv obtained on a GE9800

scanner with the following technique factors: slice thickness equal to 10 mm, 1.20

kVp and 340 mAs lHuda et al,898]. With XeCT, seven scans were obtained with

a corresPonding Hu of 1.5 mSv. The H, value for a one hour C1sO, inhalation PET

\¿L)
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study, is 9.4 mSv, if the totai activity administered was 9250 mBq [Hud a et aL,90].

In this chapter, the ClsO, inhalation procedure used an administered activity of

1554 MBq. This factor is based on the assumption that a concentration of

201tCi/ml' was inhaled at an absorbed rate of 350 ml/min (this rate includes the

effect of the patienfs dead space) for a duration of 6 minutes. The Hn for the

C15O.,PET technique is calculated to be 1.6 mSv. Notice, the effective dose

equivalents received by a patient from the two techniques are approximately the

same. This fact will be used as a 'yardstick' to evaluate any proposed alterations

to improve the precision of either technique.

As mentioned in section 3.3, SNR in the serial scans will be the main factor

determining the precision of flow estimates generated from either technique. In

appendix II, parts (A) and (B), the SNR is calculated for measurements on grey

matter with a 2.0 cm3 RoI in both a XeCT and ClsorpET study. The SNR is given

for all six enhanced CT images and the corresponding PET images from the

CI5O2PET scanning protocol. These results demonstrate that the SNR for every

CT measurements is approximately three times greater than that for the

corresponding PET measurements. Although not shown in the appendix, this

ratio was found to be true for all ROI sizes. It is this significant difference

between the SNR of the measurements used by the two techniques that is

responsible for XeCT producing more precise flow estimates than those obtainect

from Ct5O2PET.

A simple method for increasing the SNR in the PET images is to increase
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the concentration of ClsO, administered to the patient. Table 1 shows the

improvement in flow estimates when the concentration of C15O, inhaled is

increased from 2}pCi/rnl to 30 pCi/ml. The SNR for the CtSOTPET

measurements on grey matter, with a 2.0 cm3 ROI and an inhaled CtuO,

concentration of 30 pCi/ml is given in appendix II, part (C). The SNR increased

with the increased CttO, concentration, resulting in an78% decrease in the spread

of the CI5O2PET flow distribution.

Increasing the activity concentration administered will increase the

radiation dosage delivered to the patient. For an activity concentration of

3OpCi/ml, the H, associated with the Ct5O2PET technique is 2.4 mSv, an increase

of 50% from the Hu value for a concentration of 2}pCi/mL The Ct5O'PET

simulations were also run with a concentration of 30pCi/m1, a study duration

limited to 4 minutes and 19 scans. This high dose rate, short duration protocol

had an associated patient dose of L.6 mSv, identical to that of the 6 minute,

20¡tCi/ml study. Unfortunately, as evident from the results listed in table 1, the

precision of the flow estimates actually decreased. In order to understand this

trend, recall that flow is the product of two variables: k and l. For I to be

determined precisely it is important that the tissue concentration of the tracer be

sampled at saturation lBews et aI, 90]. From figure 2, the four minute mark

corresponds to the onset of saturation in grey matter. If the study duration is

only 4 minutes, saturation is not adequately sampled and î, will not be

determined precisely. Since ICBF is a function of 1", the precision of its estimate,
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in turn, will suffer.

In conclusion, it is evident that the precision of flow estimates will be

improved if the concentration of CtuO, administered is increased and the study

duration remains sufficiently long. The trade off is an increase in patient

radiation dose. Flowever, if the radiation dose delivered is to remain

approximately equal to that of the XeCT technique, then increasing the ClsO,

concentration is not a viable option since the study duration must be reduced to

compensate for the increased activity. This reduction in study duration will lead

to a significant decrease in the accuracy of results.

The infuence of image noise on the precision of flow measurements is

affected by the scanning protocol chosen. Generally, the more scans acquired, the

better the characterization of the tissue buildup curve and the more precise the

flow measurements. The results presented in Table 2 reinforce this statement.

With either technique, simulations run with the higher number of scans (ie. 18 for

XeCT and 19 for CISO'PET) generated more precise flow estimates. However, in

clinical practice, the number of scans used in the XeCT technique is usually

limited to six or less, so as to minimize the radiation dose delivered to the patient.

If 18 scans were actually used in practice, patient dose would be three times

greater. This increase would be hard to justify as the results in Tabte 2 indicate

only a 74To irnprovement in precision. For the CI5O2PET technique, radiation dose

is entirely independent of the number of scans acquired. The number of scans is

restricted only out of a necessity to ensure a reasonable count rate in each.
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Judging by the significant increase in the precision of the flow estimates when the

number of scans was increased from seven to nineteen, optimization of the

scanning protocol with the CI5O2PET technique is essential.

Although every effort was made to make the comparison of the XeCT and

C15O2PET techniques as fair as possible there are a few points which should be

considered when assessing the validity of the results presented here.

Firstly, experimental data were used to quantifli the magnitude of noise in

a CT scan, while for PET the noise was calculated using a theoretical expression

(equation 20). As such, there may be some doubt as to whether this formula

effectively describes the noise in the images used in the actual CtSO2PET clinical

studies. In the original article describing the CISO'PET technique [Lammertsma

et al, 89], the error in the clinical flow measurements Íor grey matter with a ROI

of 4 cm3 was approximately 67o, only a factor of 2 less than that found through

computer simulations (computer simulations yielded an error of 12Vo for grey

matter with a ROI of 4 cm3). Although the precise definition of the error

associated with the clinical measurements in the Lammertsma paper is not

known, the similarity between the experimental and theoretical errors would

suggest that the results generated by the simulations are reasonable.

Secondly, this study assumed that the noise in both CT and PET images are

uncorrelated. Flowever, in practise the noise is correlated, which results in the

magnitude of the noise in a ROI depending on the shape of the ROI. A more

precise account of the noise would include the correlation.
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Thirdly, the only source of error analyzed in this study was noise. For a

more thorough investigation, other potential sources of error associated with the

two techniques should be considered. An outline of the most common sources

of error is given in section 2.4.

Finally, the scanning protocols used by the two techniques have not been

optimised (ie. the study duration, number of scans, etc.). Such optimization could

potentially improve the results generated from either technique.

Conclusion

From the results generated in this study, it would appear that the precision

of the blood flow measurements produced by the two techniques are similar.

Considering the abundance of CT scanners as compared to PET scanners in

hospitals, these results seem to favour the use of the XeCT technique. As well,

the XeCT technique is much easier to apply. For instance, the concentration of

the tracer in arterial blood must be determined in both techniques. For XeCT, this

task is easily performed using a thermoconductivity analyzer, making it a

completely non-invasive technique (section 2.3.3). With the CISO'PET technique,

a complicated counting apparatus is required (section 2.3.3) and a catheter must

be inserted into a radial artery [Lammertsma et al, 89].

FIowever, the CSO2PET technique does offer some advantages. For

byinstance, the precision of the rCBF measurements can be easily improved

increasing the concentration of the CttO, administered to the patient (at the
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expensive of patient radiation dose). With the XeCT technique, increasing the

concentration of xenon inhaled is not a viable option considering the side-effects

of xenon. Another advantage with PET is other physiological parameters such as

cerebral blood volume and cerebral metabolism can also be measured. CT is

much more limited in its functional imaging.

As a final remark, it should be remembered that there are many different

PET based techniques for measuring rCBF (section 1.3), each with its own

advantages and disadvantages. The CI5O2PET technique was chosen for

comparison with the XeCT technique because of the remarkable similarities

between the fwo.
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Chapter 4

The Expired Air Scanning Technique
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4.7 Introduction

The measurement of regional cerebral blood flow, rCBF, using xenon

enhanced computed tomography (XeCT) requires that the temporal buildup of

xenon in cerebrai tissue and arterial blood be determined (section 2.3). The

arteriai concentration of xenon is usually monitored indirectly by measuring the

concentration of xenon in end-tidaI air, which is assumed to be in equilibrium

with the arterial concentration lObrist et al, 67], with either a mass spectrometer

or a thermoconductivity analyzer [Gur et al, 84].

The purpose of this chapter is to outline an alternative method for

measuring the end-tidal concentration, one which uses the CT scanner to monitor

the xenon concentration in expired air in conjunction with the buildup of xenon

in brain tissue. The proposed technique, which shall be referred to as the expired

air scanning technique, greatly simplifies rCBF measurements by eliminating the

need for a specialized instrument to measure the xenon concentration in expired

air.

4.2 Description of Technique

As previously mentioned, in a conventional XeCT rCBF study, the

concentration of xenon in expired air is usually monitored with a

tlrermoconductivity analyzer. The output from the analyzer is fed to a chart

recorder to yield a continuous temporal plot of the xenon concentration over the

entire length of the study. Figure 8 shows a theoretical expired air curve where
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the rise of the curve represents inhalation and the fall of the curve represents

exhalation. The end-tidal concentration is represented by the solid line through

the troughs at the end of each exhalation.

The expired air scanning technique uses the CT scanner to measure the

concentration of xenon in the patienfs exhaled air, thereby eliminating the need

for a thermoconductivity analyzer. With this approach the expired air is

channeled alongside the patient's head and through the scan field via a flexible

plastic tube (figure 9). A CT image acquired using this geometry will include a

cross sectional view of both the head and the expired air tube. The CT number

for the air in the tube image will be dependent on the concentration of xenon in

the expired air and hence, serve as an indirect method of monitoring arterial

xenon concentration.

During the course of a XeCT study, two or three baseline scans (scans

taken prior to administration of xenon) and a series of enhanced scans (scans

taken during the inhalation of xenon) are collected. The enhancement in CT

number in the latter images will provide information on the temporal buildup

of xenon in brain tissue. With the expired air tube properly positioned in the

scan field, each of the images will also convey information pertaining to the

xenon concentration in expired air at selected times during the study. Provided

the relationship between the xenon concentration in expired air and CT number
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Figure I

The theoretical expired air curve (solid line) that would be recorded by a

tlrermoconductivity analyzer during the course of a XeCT study. The rise of the

curve represents inhalation and the fall of the curve represents exhalation.
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Figure 9

A schematic diagram of the expired air scanning technique. The cutoff of the

patienf s head and of the expired air tube represents the CT image that would be

acquired.
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is known, the enhancement in CT number of the expired air in each of the serial

scans can be converted into a corresponding concentration of xenon.

Recall from chapter 2 that a single exponential function (equation 74),

referred to as the breathing curve equation, is fit to the end tidal xenon

concentration data to generate values for the breathing curve rate constant, b, and

the xenon saturation concentration C*u,.. This approach simplifies the Kety

equation (equation 15), which in turn, is fit to the tissue buildup data to generate

estimates of the rate constant k and the partition coefficient, 1". rCBF is the

product of these two parameters. With the expired air scanning technique,

estimates of b and Cn,.* are generated by fitting the breathing curve equation to

the xenon concentration data obtained from the enhanced scans of the expired air

tube.

The expired air scanning technique samples the expired air with no regard

as to the patient's breathing cycle. As a result, the end-tidal concentration may

uot neccessarily be sampled. The inability of the expired air scanning technique

to ensure that the end-tidal expired air is sampled will introduce error into the

fitted values of b and Cmax, and in turn rCBF. The purpose of this chapter is to

determine the magnitude of this error and thus the feasibility of the expired air

scanning technique.

Relationship between the xenon concentration in air and CT Nurnber

In order to impiement the expired air scanning technique, the relationship

4.3
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between the xenon concentration in exhaled gas and corresponding CT number

rnust be determined. It is assumed that the relationship is linear and has the

following form:

HU=f)C+HUo,., (zz)

where HU is the measured CT number of the expired air, C is the concentration

of xenon in air, HUoi. is the CT number for air and O is the calibration factor.

Method

The following experiment was carried out to determine the calibration

factor, Ç), relating xenon concentration in an air mixture to CT number. The

apparatus for this experiment consisted of one head phantom, four plastic

syringes filled with different concentrations of xenon in air (0,77,22 and 33%)

and a CT scanner. The syringes were attached to the head phantom at four

marked locations and the phantom was placed in the scan field of the CT scanner,

figure (10). Four scans of the phantom were acquired in order to obtain a mean

CT number and a standard deviation for each concentration. To determine if Q

is position dependent, the syringes' positions were interchanged and the

procedr,ue repeated for each permutation. The CT scan technique factors used

were a 10 mm slice thickness, 2 sec scan time, 120 kVp and 200 mA.

Results

The experimentally determined caiibration factors ,9, for the four different
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position on the head phantom along with the corresponding CT numbers for air

are presented in table 3. The relationship between xenon concentration in air and

corresponding CT number is plotted in figure (1i).
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Figure 10

Diagram of the head phantom with attached xenon filled syringes placed

in the scan field. The scan field is represented by the dashed lines.
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Table 3

The calibration factor relating CT number to xenon concentration in air and

the average CT number for air at four locations on the head phantom.



Position
Number

Calibration
Factor

(HUlm\lml)

0.64 t 0.01

0.61 t 0.01

0.63 t 0.01

0.64 t 0.07

CT Number
for air
(HU)

-1000.2 + 0.4

-1000.6 + 0.2

-1006.8 + 0.9

-7070.7 + 0.9
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Figure 11

CT number versus concentration of xenon in air. Each line represents one of

four positions on the head phantom.
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Discussion

The experimental data plotted in figure 11 indicates that the CT scanner is

able to detect changes in xenon concentration in air for concentrations of xenon

typically found in a clinical rCBF study. As well, the results shown in figure 11

verify that the relationship between the xenon concentration in air and CT

number is linear. Flowever, the results also indicate that CT",, is position

dependent, which implies that in a clinical study the expired air tube must remain

in a fixed position throughout the procedure.

In a XeCT study, the CT numbers for two concentrations of xenon are

always known; the 0% (baseline scan) and 33% (scans at saturation level). Since

the relationship is linear, these two data points will be sufficient to determine the

calibration factor and thus, the proposed technique is self-calibrating.

4.3.7 The Effect of Error in the Calibration Factor on the dccuracy of ICBF

Measurements

To determine the effect of measurement errors in the calibration factor, Çù,

on the accuracy of calculated rCBF values, the following study was performed.

Method

The computer simulation described in appendix III was used to generate

theoretical tissue buildup curve data using the following parameters: a two

second scan time, two baseline scans and five enhanced scans taken at 45 second

intervals, a theoretical breathing curve rate constant and saturation level of 2.5
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min-l and 33Vo respectively, a corcect calibration factor of 0.63 IHIJ/mI/mI, a

partition coefficient equal to 0.8 ml/ml and a rate constant equal to 1.0 min{. The

Kety equation was then refit to this data using the correct breathing curve rate

constant and saturation level but a calibration factor one and two standard

deviations, o, (as determined in the phantom study) removed from the input

valtte to yield best fit estimates of k and l" (and hence rCBF) in the presence of

calibration factor errors.

Results

The errors in rCBF arising as a result of inaccuracies in the calibration

factor are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4

The percent error in rCBF calculations as a result of using the incorrect

calibration factor relating CT number to xenon concentration in air.



fl plus f) minus CI plus C2 minus
1o Lo 2o 2o

Vo ertOr
in flow 1..4 1.5 2.9 3.0
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Ðiscussion

As evident from Table 4, errors in the calibration factor, f), will have little

impact on the accuracy of rCBF estimates. Only a 3Vo error in flow was

introduced when a calibration factor two standard deviations removed from its

correct value was used in curve fitting.

Technical Factors Influencing the Precision and Accuracy of the Expired

Air Scanning Technique

To determine the errors introduced in rCBF measurements as a result of

implementing the expired air scanning technique, the following study was

preformed.

Method

The computer simulation outlined in appendix III was run for the two

types of brain tissue: white matter (rCBF = 0.4 ml/mllmin, l, = 7.4rnl/rrtl) and

gray rnatter (rCBF = 0.8 ml/ml/min, l" = 0.8 ml/ml) [Good et aI,87b]. A total of

1000 runs were obtained for each tissue type. The theoretical input values for b

and Cn n, used in the simulations were 2.5 min-l and 33% respectively. A scanning

protocol of two baseline scans and five enhanced scans at 45 second intervals was

used. The simulations yielded distributions for the variables b, C-n", k, l, and

rCBF. The spread of the latter distributiorì. was used to quantify the errors

introduced in the rCBF estimates as a result of using the expired air scanning
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technique.

Results

The distribution for the breathing curve rate constant b (1000 simulations)

is displayed in Íigure 12. The corresponding distributions of rCBF for grey and

white matter are shown in figures 13 and 14 respectively.
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Figure 12

The distribution of the breathing curve rate constant, b, estimates generated

from 1000 runs of the expired air scanning technique simulation. The input value

for b was 2.5 minl
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Figure 13

The distribution of grey matter flow estimates corresponding to the

distribution of the breathing curve rate constant b shown in figure 12. The input

flow value was 0.8 ml/ml/min
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Figure 14

The distribution of white matter flow estimates correspond,ing to the

distribution of the breathing curve rate constant b shown in figure 72. The input

flow value was 0.4 ml/ml/min.
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Ðiscussion

For a breathing curve rate constant of 2.5 minl, saturation is reached after

about one and a half minutes of xenon inhalation (see figure 8). The scanning

protocol consists of scans every 45 seconds and as a result, only one scan was

acquired on the rise of the breathing curve (ie. at 45 secs). The location of this

one scan in the breathing cycle (see figure 20) will dominate over all of the other

points in the determination of b. If the 45 second scan is taken during inhalation,

the xenon concentration measured will correspond to the plateau following the

Iast end tidal value just before the 45 second mark. In this case, the resulting rate

constant estimate will be very close to the correct value, as evident from figure

13, where approximately 50% of the values of b are equal to 2.4 min-l. FIowever,

if the 45 second scan is taken during exhalation, the concentration of xenon

rneasured can range anywhere from the end tidal point to the saturation level.

Since all possible xenon concentration values measured on this portion of the

breathing curve are greater than the end-tidal value, b will always be

overestimated with its specific value depending on where the scan falls between

the two above mentioned boundaries.

Grey and white matter flow distributions both show two distinct peaks.

The pea! at the correct flow value is due to the large peak in the distribution for

b at 2.4 min-l. The second peak, representing underestimated values, is due to

those simulations in which b is greatly overestimated. It has been shown that as

b becomes increasingly overestimated the corresponding flow value will converge
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to a particular underestimated value lGood et al,87a].

The anomaly of having two distinct, widely separated peaks in the flow

distribution makes quantifying the error, resulting from the implementation of the

expired air scanning technique, difficult. Although it is possible to state that a

particular flow measurement will fall within a given range, it is difficult to make

any further predictions on the precision, due to the odd shape of the distribution.

Fortunately, the duration of a CT scan will drastically change the shape and

spread of the distribution of possible b values. The effect of the scan duration on

the precision and accuracy of the expired air scanning technique is the topic of

the next section.

The effect of incorrectly measuring b on the accuracy of rCBF estimates is

lnore pronounced for high flow tissue (grey matter) than low flow tissue (white

matter). As a result, unless otherwise mentioned, simulations in the following

sections will deal strictly with the worse case only (ie. grey matter). As weli, a

C,,,-, of 337o, ab of 2.5 min-1 and a scanning protocol consisting of 2 baseline scans

and 5 enhanced scans, each separated by 45 seconds, will be used.

4.4.7 Scan Duration

The computer simulations run in the previous section assumed an

instantaneous scan time. In practice, a CT scan is acquired in a finite amount of

time, typically around 2 seconds. This factor will affect the expired air xenon
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measurements. A person at rest typically takes about four seconds to complete

a breath and as a result, the CT number for the image of the expired air tube will

be averaged over a segment of the breathing cycle (figure 20). In other words,

due to the time duration of a scan, it impossible to measure an instantaneous

concentration of xenon in the breating cycle; for instance, an end tidal point.

Method

The computer simulation described in appendix III was modified to

account for a finite scan duration by sampling the xenon concentration 64 times

over a two second portion "f th. breathing curve and averaging att of the

samples. To demonstrate the effect of different scan durations on flow

measurements, simulations (1000 runs for each) were run for a series of scan

times in the range 0 to 3 seconds.

Results

The distribution generated for rCBF from the sirnulation with a two second

scan duration is shown in figure 15. The uncertainty in flow measurements (5

and 95 percentiles of the flow distribution) as a function of scan duration is

illustrated in figure 16. The input rCBF value is represented by a dotted line.
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Figure 15

Distribution of grey matter flow estimates for a 1000 runs of the expired

air scanning technique with a two second scan duration. The imput flow value

is 0.8 mllml/min.
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Figure 16

The error in a grey matter flow measurement due to the implimentation

of expired air scanning as a function of scan duration. The 5 and 95 percentiles

from the flow distribution are represented by dashed lines and the input flow

value by a dotted line.
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Discussion

The range of values for the concentration of xenon in exhaled air measured

by the CT scanner is dependent on the scan duration. The longer the scan

duration, the larger the segment of the breathing cycle that the xenon

concentration measurement is averaged and the smaller the range of possible

values for the xenon concentration that can be measured by the CT sanner. The

largest range of possible xenon values extends from the end-tidal curve to the

saturation level and corresponds to an instantaneous scan duration. As the scan

duration increases this range decreases.

By reducing the range of xenon concentration values measured by the CT

scanner, so too is the range of possible b values and in turn, the range of possible

rCBF values generated by XeCT with expired air scanning. This relationship

between scan duration and the spread in the rCBF distribution is seen by

comparing figures 13 and 15. The spread associated with the rCBF dishibution

for the 2 second scan time is approximately 3 times smaller than that for an

instantaneous scan time. In addition, the shape of the fwo distributions differ

significantly. With a two second scan time, there is only one peak as opposed to

the double peak associated with the instantaneous scan. The disappearance of the

second peak with a 2 second scan duration is due to the elimination of the greatly

overestimated values of b.

Figure 16 illustrates the decrease in the spread of the flow distribution as

the scan duration increases. Notice as well, that as the scan duration increases,
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the mean of the flow distribution shifts away f¡om the input value. The accuracy

of rCBF measurements depends on the ability of the CT scanner to measure the

end-tidal concentration of xenon in exhaled air. FIowever, the end-tidal

concentration corresponds to one of extreme values in the range of possible xenon

concentrations measurements and it is only possible to measure this value with

a very short scan duration. For a longer scan duration, since it is impossible to

measure the end-tidal concentration, it impossible to derive the correct rCBF

value. In general, increasing the scan duration results in an improvement in

precision, but at the expense of accuracy.

The simulations in the following sections will assume a scan duration of

two seconds, which is typical of many modern CT scanners.

4.4.2 Transit Volume

In conventional XeCT studies, the thermoconductivity analyzer measures

the xenon concentration at the patienfs mouth. Alt computer simulations to this

point have assumed that the expired air scanning technique was able to measure

the xenon concentration at this location as well. However, this is not the case in

practise. The xenon concentration can be measured only at the scan location

which, in general, wiil be located some distance from the patient's mouth.

Clearly, a time delay will be introduced as the expired gas travels that finite

distance. The volume of the tube extending from the mouth to the scan field shall

be referred to as the transit volume. The following simulations were performed
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to study the effects of different sizes of the transit volumes.

Method

The computer simulation, outlined in appendix III, was modified to

simulate varying transit volumes. The time delay due to the transit volume was

calculated by assuming a rate of flow for exhaled air of 200m1/second lGreen,70],

an expired air tube diameter of 2.1, cm and a tube length ranging from 0 to 40 cm.

A 1000 simulations were run for each length of tube.

Results

The results of the transit volume simulations are presented in figure 18.

The mean value of the flow disfibution, representedby a soiid line, is plotted as

a function of transit volume. The flow distribution is seen to shift away from the

correct value as this volume increases, indicating a slight reduction in

measurment accuracy. Again, the input value is represented by a dotted line.
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Figure 77

The error in grey matter flow estimates as a function of transit volume (ie.

transit delay). The mean value of the flow distribution is represented by a solid

line and the input value by a dotted line.
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Ðiscussion

The volume of the expired air tube introduces a timing error when

characterizing the breathing curve through CT scanning. The xenon concentration

in expired air sampled in conjunction with brain tissue buildup, actually

represents a data point at some time earlier that the scan time. Flowever, judging

by the results of the computer simulations, it would appear that the error

introduced by the transit volume is quite small. For example, the mean flow

value from the simulations with a 40 cm length tube is only 4To lower the mean

value from the simulations with no transit volume.

The effect of the transit volume can be reduced by decreasing the diameter

of the tube. Two conditions must be considered when choosing a particular tube

diameter. Firstly, the tube must remain large enough so the patient can exhale

comfortably and secondly it must also be of sufficient size to keep the effect of

CT noise to a manageable level (section 4.4.3).

All computer simulations performed in the sections that follow will assume

an expired air tube with a diameter of 2.7 cm and a length of 25 cm.

4.4.3 CT Noise in the Expired Air Tube Images

Statistical noise is present in all CT images. This noise will limit the ability

to measure precisely the CT number corresponding to the xenon concentration in

the expired air tube. The magnitude of the noise can be determined from the

standard deviations associated with the CT numbers for the cross sectional images
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of the syringes in section 4.3. Assuming these values to be similar to the standard

deviation in the images of the expired air tube and knowing the area of the tube,

the standard error for the expired air CT number measurements can be calculated.

The standard error associated with the images of the syringes, calculated

using a ROI of 2.93 cm2, was 0.18 HU. For a tube with a cross sectional area of

3.5 cm2, corresponding to a diameter of 2.7 cm, the standard error would be about

0.15 HU. To determine the effect of CT noise of this magnitude, the following

study was performed.

Method

The computer simulation outlined in appendix III was designed to examine

the effect of CT noise in the images of the expired air tube. In this model, a

random number generator with zero mean and unit variance was used to

simulate CT noise. The output from the generator was multiplied by a number

representing the variance of the CT noise and added to the simulated CT

numbers, CT(Ð and CT(t)-,, used to calcuiate the concentration of xenon in the

expired air tube for a particular image. This procedure was repeated for each

scan to generate a noisy breathing curve data set. Equation 74, was then fit to the

noisy data set to generate best fit estimates of b and Cn.,"*. The Kety equation was

then used to generate estimates of k and I in the presence of CT noise in the

breatlring curve. Results were generated for CT noise characterizedby a standard

error ranging between 0 and 0.3 HU. One thousand simulations were run for
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each particular magnitude of CT noise.

Results

The uncertainty in rCBF measurements is shown in figure 18 as a function

of the magnitude of CT noise in the images of the expired air tube. The 5 and 95

percentiles from the rCBF distribution are represented by dashed lines and the

input value by a dotted line.
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Figure 18

Error in flow measurements as a result of CT noise in the expired air tube

images. The 5 and 95 percentiles are represented by dashed lines and the correct

value by a dotted line.
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Discussion

CT noise has the effect of increasing the uncertainty in flow measurements.

However, judging from the results presented in figure 18, the effect is relatively

small provided the magnitude of noise is within the range studied here. A tube

similar in diameter to the one described earlier (2 cm) should limit CT noise to

within this range. In general, to limit the effect of CT noise, the cross sectional

area of the expired air tube should be as large as possible so that the noise can

be reduced through pixel averaging. However, the trade off with increasing the

tube diameter is the effect of the transit volume will increase.

In the following simulations, it is assumed that noise characterized by a

stanclard error of 0.15 HU, will be present in ali images of the expired air tube.

4.4.4 Data Collection Protocol

The scanning protocol used in the previous simulations, produced only a

few data points on the rise of the breathing curve, as discussed at the beginning

of section 4.4. Inadequate sampling on the rise of the breathing curve can result

in a large uncertainty in the derived value of the breathing curve rate constant,

b. If more scans were obtained on the rise of the curve, the curve would be better

characterized and the uncertainty in b would decrease. To assess the potential of

decreasing the error in b by increasing the number of enhanced scans acquired,

the following study was performed.
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Method

Simulations were run for the scanning protocol describe previously, with

additional scans in the first minute of inhalation. Three alterations to the protocol

were examined: one additional scan at 60 seconds; two additional scans at 30 and

60 seconds; and three additional scans at 75,30 and 60 seconds. A 1000 runs

were completed for each alteration.

Results

As stated above, the error in blood flow is characterizedby the spread of

the distribution generated by the simulations. In table 5, the spread of the rCBF

distribution, defined as the difference between the 5 and 95 percentiles, is given

for the standard protocol and the three alterations described above. Also

included in Table 5, is the percent decrease in the spread as the number of

enhanced scans increases.
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Table 5

The spread of the flow distribution for the standard protocol and three

alterations: 1 additional scan at 60 seconds, 2 additional scans at 30 and 60

seconds, and 3 additional scans at75,30 and 60 seconds. The percent decrease

in the spread of the flow distribution as the number of additional scans is also

presented.



standard additional scans (seconds)
protocol 7 2 3

(60) (30, 60) (75,30, 60)

spread
(95Vo - SVo) 0.133 0.118 0.176 0.i15
ml/ml/min

Percent - 11.3 12.8 13.5
decrease
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Discussion

The greatest improvement in precision of rCBF estimates occurred with the

addition of one scan at 60 seconds. Additional scans at 15 and 30 seconds

showed only a slight improvement. This lack of improvement with additional

scans at 15 and 30 seconds is due to the large difference between the end-tidal

cllrve and the saturation concentration value at these times compared to that at

60 seconds. As discussed in section 4.4.7, the larger this spread, the greater the

range of possible measured values for the xenon concentration in the expired air

tube. This in turn, leads to an increase in the uncertainty in b and rCBF.

These results suggest that additional scans near the end of the rise of the

breathing curve have the greatest effect on rCBF precision. FIowever, in clinical

practice it is not known a priori how fast the breathing curve rises to saturation

and therefore it is difficult to choose the optimal scanning times. To ensure the

breathing cltrve is properly characterized as many scans as possible should be

obtained in the first minute of xenon inhalation. Clearly, the necessity of keeping

patient dose below an acceptable level will restrict the number of scans acquired.

4.5 Evaluation of the Expired .{ir Scanning Technique

Statistical noise is present in all CT images and it has been determined that

the presence of this noise in the head images used to monitor xenon buildup in

tissue is one of the dominant sources of error in the XeCT technique [Good et al,

87b1. The relative importance of the errors introduced in rCBF estimates due to
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the expired air scanning technique were examined through comparison with these

errors. CT noise in tissue buildup images has previously been studied using

Monte Carlo simulations by Bews et al [Bews et al, 90].

Method

The Monte Carlo computer simulations used to quantify the error in rCBF

due to CT noise in tissue buildup images are described in chapter 3.2. Briefly, the

Kety equation (equation 15) was fit to a noisy set of data extracted from the

enhanced images to generate 'best fif estimates of k and 1,. rCBF was calculated

as the product of these two parameters. This procedure was repeated 1000 times

to generate a distribution of rCBF values for a particular magnitude of CT noise.

For these simulations, theoretical values of 2.5 minl and 33To were used for b and

C,..o", respectively.

To study the combined effect of the expired air scanning technique and CT

noise in the buildup images, on the accuracy of rCBF estimates, the computer

program designed to simulate the expired air scanning technique was combined

with the CT noise program. The first step in a single run of this combined

program consisted of generating values of b and C*-" from the simulation of the

expired air scanning technique. Next, a noisy tissue buildup data set was

generated using the CT noise program and input values of b and Cn,,'* (ie. b = 2.5

tnin-i and Cn,," = 33%). Lastly, the Kety equation was refit to the noisy data set

using the values of b and C-"" generated in the first step. The entire procedure
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was repeated 1000 times for each magnitude of tissue buitdup CT noise.

Simulations were run using a scanning protocol of 1 baseline scan and 6

enhanced scans, each separated by 1 minute lBews et al,90l, a slight modification

to the one used in the previous sections. Studies were carried out for both grey

and white matter and over a range of CT noise: (0 to t.S HU standard deviation).

In the case of the white matter simulations for noise greater than 1.0 HU, it was

necessary, for statistical reasons, to increase the number of runs from 1000 to

5000.

Results

The uncertainty associated with grey matter flow measurements, due to CT

noise in the tissue buildup images alone and CT noise combined with the expired

air scanning technique is illustrated in figure 19(a). The solid lines represent the

5 and 95 percentiles from the CT noise simulations and the dashed lines represent

the corresponding percentiles from the simulations of the expired air scanning

technique combined with CT noise. The uncertainty in white matter flow

measlrrements is illustrated in figure 19(b).
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Figure 19

The uncertainty in flow measurements due to CT noise in the head images

and the implementation of the expired air scanning technique for (a) grey matter

and (b) white matter. The 5 and 95 percentiles from the CT noise simuiations are

presented by the dased lines. The percentiles from the simulations combining

the effects of CT noise and the expired air scanning technique are represented by

the solid lines. The input value is represented by the dotted line.
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Ðiscussion

At the CT noise level of 0, the 5 and 95 percentiles from the CT noise

simulations are equal to the input value, as expected. The corresponding

percentiles from the simulations of the expired air scanning technique combined

with CT noise, meanwhile, do not converge to the input value. In fact, in the

absence of noise, both the 5 and 95 percentiles fall below the input value. This

bias is due to the relationship between the error in the breathing curve rate

constant b and the corresponding error in rCBF. As discussed in section 4.4, the

expired air scanning technique results in b being overestimated. It has been

determined that if b is overesfimated, the corresponding value of rCBF will be

underestimated lGood et al, 81a]. In the presence of CT noise, this over

estimation of b results in a downward shift in the flow distribution.

It is evident by comparing the spread of the flow distributions that errors

in rCBF measurements introduced by the expired air scanning technique are

relatively insignificant compared to errors due to CT noise. It is only for

extremely small values of CT noise (ie. less than 0.1 HU) that errors due to the

scanning technique are significant. Generally, the only noticeable result of using

the expired air scanning technique is a minor loss of accuracy.

Although the results were not shown, these simluations were run with a

breathing curve rate constant equal to 1.5 and 3.5 min'l in addition to a value of

2.5. These simulations were performed to determine if the magnitude of the error

in rCBF due to the implimentation of the expired air scanning technique would
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change significantly with different values of the breathing curve rate constant.

It was determined that the magnitude of this error changed little compared to the

error due to CT head noise, when different values of the breathing curve rate

constant were used.

4.6 Conclusions

The feasibility of the expired air scanning technique was investigated in

this chapter with the aid of computer simulations and phantom measurements.

The following conclusions were reached:

The CT scanner used in this study (GE9800) possesses the sensitivity

to detect changes in the concentration of xenon in air found in a

typical XeCT clinical study. Furthermore, it was discovered that the

relationship between CT number and xenon concentration in air is

linear thereby making this technique self-calibrating.

The duration of a CT scan will greatly affect rCBF measurements.

Generally, increasing the scan duration, will result in more precise

rCBF measurements, howver at the expence of accuracy.

The error in rCBF measurements due to the transit volume is quite

small. To ensure that this error is minimized, the length of the tube

extending from the patient's mouth to the scan field should be as

short as possible.

?l

3)
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CT noise in the expired air tube images will have little effect on the

accuracy of flow estimates, provided the magnitude of the noise

falls within the range studied in section 4.4.3. A tube with a

diameter of about 2 cm should prove adequate for ensuring the

noise is less than 0.2 HU and therefore insignificant.

The accurate determination of the breathing curve rate constantb,

requires that the rise of the breathing curve be adequately sampled.

To satisfy this criterion, a number of scans should be obtained in the

first minute of xenon inhalation.

The loss of precision and accuracy in flow measurements due to the

implementation of the expired air scanning technique is insignificant

compared to errors arising from noise in the head images. It is only

in situations where the CT noise is quite small (ie. less that 0.1 HU)

that the error due to expired air scanning technique becomes

significant.

Clinical studies of the proposed expired air scanning technique

would prove useful for validating its potential benefits, that is,

greatly simplifying the application of the XeCT technique with only

a smali reduction in the overall accuracy and precision.

5)

6)

7)
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Chapter 5

Conclusion
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Xenon enhanced computed tomography (XeCT) can be used to measure

regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF). Two aspects of XeCT were investigated in

this study: a comparison of its precision to that of another technique for

measuring rCBF and a proposed simplification to its clinical application.

Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is generally considered the best imaging

modality for measuring cerebral blood flow and metabolism. To determine how

CT compares as an alternative, XeCT was compared to the CtuO,

buildup/dynamic PET technique (C15O2PET), which was chosen for this study

because of its remarkable similarity to XeCT. The two techniques were compared

using Monte Carlo computer simulations to analyze the magnitude of errors

introduced into their respective flow measurements by statistical noise (generally

considered to be the greatest source of error in both applications). The results of

these simulations showed XeCT to yield more precise flow estimates, this being

attributed to the better signal to noise ratio associated with CT images compared

to PET images.

The second aspect of the XeCT technique investigated was a proposed

simplification to its clinical application. The XeCT technique requires measuring

tlre xenon concentration in end-tidal expired aiÍ, usually with a

tlrermoconductivity analyzer, as the patient continuously inhales the tracer. The

proposed alteration uses the CT scanner to measure the expired air concentration

of xenon in conjunction with buildup of tracer in tissue, thus eliminating the need

for specialized instruments. In order for this method to be successful, the CT
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scanner must be able to measure the concentration of xenon in expired air. Using

phantom studies, it was verified that the CT scanner does have this capabiiity,

and furthermore, it was found that the method is self-calibrating. Computer

simulations were used to investigate the possible effect of using this alteration on

the accuracy and precision of the flow measurements generated by XeCT. It was

determined that this method introduces a bias in flow measurements but has little

effect on the precision of flow measurements. To judge the magnitude of the

errors due to the expired air scanning technique relative to other potential sources

of error in XeCT, the former was compared to the error introduced by the

statistical noise in the CT images used to characterize the buildup of xenon in

cerebral tissue. This comparison was preformed using Monte Carlo type

simulations, and it was determined that the magnitude of the errror d.ue to the

expired air scanning technique was considerably smaller that the error introduced

by the statistical noise in the tissue buildup images.
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Noise in reconstructed images

A primary source of noise in a reconstructed image is the statistical

fluctuations in the detected photons. Extensive research has been carried out on

the relationship between the uncertainty in a reconstruction and this quantum

noise [Budinger et a\, 77; I?tederer et al, 78; Hanson, 79; Huesman, 771 . One

result of this research is the following simple formula describing the signal-to-

noise ratio in a reconstructed image [Budinger et aI,77l:

signal- 
=noise

(totaL number of detected events)r/z (23)
1-.2 (total, number of pixels)z/+

The object of this appendix is to outline the derivation of this formula.

The reconstruction algorithm considered in this outline is filtered back-

projection with simple parallel geometry data collection. The noise power

spectrum will be used to characterize the statistical noise in the image.

Let So(f.) be the noise power spectrum for a single projection. Each

projection is filtered through a corrective filter, G(f"). If the imaging system is

considered linear and shift invariant, the noise power spectrum of a single filtered

projection is:

sf (f*) = sr( t*) lG(t*) 12
(24)

The filtered projection is back-projected in the direction along which it was

measured (the y direction). From the definition of back-projection there is no

variation of the noise along the y-direction lRiederer et aL,78]. The noise power

spectrum of the image, SbÍof), due to a single back-projection can therefore be
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written as:

sb(f *, f y) = 5.o( t*) lG(f*) lrö (fy) (2s)

Notice that the noise power spectrum for only one projection contributes

to the total noise power spectrum of the image along the spoke fy = 0. Similarly,

each additional projection will only contribute to the total power spectrum along

a single spoke. Therefore, the total power spectrum is the superposition of the

contribution from each projection. If there are M such projections at equally

spaced angles from 0 to n, then the spoke density at a frequency f (f = f,2 + f*2)

is M/fn. The totai power spectrum of the image is:

(26)

where M/ f'¡c is a normalization constant for the reconstruction [Riederer et aI,78].

The noise variance in the reconstruction image is given by [Hanson,79f:

s(r) = #l+rl'lc(r) lzse(r)

o', = I Iof *dfy s(t*, fy)

(28)

Z'ft 6

,', = +oïïtrrr) lG(t) lzdt
00

If the projection data are obtained from equally spaced, uncorrelated

measurements and all the measurments in a projection have identical means, then

211-

"',= [[rc(Ðdtdö
00

(21)

(29)



the noise power spectrum

1,20

of one projection is [Hanson, 7el:

So(Ð = Âlor2
0

f | <
fl

7/z^.t
7/2At

(30)

(31)

(32)

where AI is the spacing between the projection measurements whose variance is

') ^¡6r". The variance in the reconstructed image becomes:

1
zÃl

^-2
a1 = 2+"i J l"(r) lzdt

0

To obtain an expression for the noise variance, a filter function, G(f) must

be chosen. For the Hanning filter:

G(f) = TzffT+cos(nf /f")l
0

f <f.
otherwise

where f"=

The

7/zLL

corresponding noise variance is:

(33)

If the object being reconstructed is circular with a diameter D, and has

uniform concentration of activity, then the relationship between the projection p,

and the activity concentration I, in the j'r' celi is [Huesman,77f

(34¡

"i = ",4*!zr*]

p, = É errr,
j=r

where Ç),,is the line length of the ith path through the jtr' cell, v is the total number
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of cells and is equal to (n/ )(D/d)z and d is the pixel length. The average

projection value for the circular reconstruction region is found from equation (34)

to be:

<p> = T,n
The total number of projections is given by:

(3s)

(38)

nr= *M (34¡

Using the equations (33),(35) and (36) the noise-to-signal ratio can be

written as:

or lo.oz¡l* rD
- = 

ß t_tu_<r> "o 
L 

^ 
1=nrJ 4<p>

(32¡

The sampling interval between projections Â1, must be of the order of (0.4 -

0.7) of the pixel size d, to satisfy the condition of adequate sampling [Huesman,

771. The total number of detected events is n cp> and, as stated before, the total

numberof cells is(n/4)(D/d)2. DuetothePoissonnatureof theemittedphotons,

oot = .pt. Combining alt of these statements, the noise-to-signal ratio can be

written as:

noise 
=signal

3

L.2(total- number of pixel-s) a

l_

(totai number of d.etected events)Z

Using equation (38), the noise in a reconstructed image can be estimated.
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Appendix II: Signal-to-Noise Calculations (SNR.)

All calculations are for grey matter and a 2.0 crr{ region of interest.

A) XeCT Simulations

The enhancement in CT number for the serial CT images were calculated

using equation (15) on page 22 and the noise using equation (17) on page 39.

Time (min) Enhancement (HU) Noise (HU) SNR

7 2.38
2 4.79
3 4.94
4 5.22
5 5.32
6 5.38

0.17 74
0.77 25
0.77 29
0.77 31

0.77 31
0.77 32

B) CI5O2PET Simulations

The SNR results are presented for an inhaled CtuO, concentration of 20

prCi/ml. The average signal per pixel was determined using equation (19) (page

40), assuming a 20 cm diameter head and a pixel dimension of 0.5 cm. The noise

was calculated using equation (20) (page 47) to determine the variance in a pixel

and equation (17) (page 39) to determine the standard error in a ROI.
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Appendix III: Computer Simulations

' Errors introduced into rCBF measurements as a result of the expired air

scanning technique, were investigated using computer simulations. The computer

program used in this study can be separated into two parts. The first quantifies

tlre errors in characterizing the breathing curve by the expired air scanning

technique while the second examines the effect of these errors on the accuracy

and precision of rCBF measurements.

The first part of the program simulates the time course of xenon flowing

through the expired air tube using a sinusoidal function:

C(t) =
(3e)

where C(t) is the concentration of xenon in air at a time t, w is the breathing

frequency (breaths/min) and A is an amplitude factor introduced to take into

account deadspace (ie. the volume of air that enters the body but does not reach

the lungs lGreen, 70]). It has been estimated that approximately three eighths of

a resting person's breath is dead space. In this program, A is chosen so as to

force the function through C,nn" at three eighths of a breath. The computer

program then restricts the function to values less than or equal to C*o*, thereby

creating a dead space plateau at the beginning of each exhalation.

The time course of the concentration of xenon in the expired air tube can

be divided into two parts. During the exhalation portion of the patient's

breathing cycle, expired air flows through the tube and can be represented by the

l, . 
*e-òtsin 

(Znwt - $t - *"-ut**l 
+ Ae-hE - ,4e-bcsi n(znwt + !)t "- 2'
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above function. Conversei/, during inhalation, the gas in the tube is static and

the xenon concentration in the tube is described by a constant value, which

depends entirely on the length of time the patient has been inhaiing xenon. The

computer simulated time course of xenon in the expired air tube is shown in

Figure 20. The plateaus at C-* at the beginning of every exhalation corresponds

to dead space and the troughs following each end tidal point represent the static

portion of the breathing cycle (ie. inhalation).

At rest, a person's breathing frequency varies between fifteen and twenty

breaths per minute with approximately 400 ml of air inhaled with every breath

[Green, 70]. For this study an initial breathing frequency of 77.5 breaths/minute

was adopted and every breath was assumed to contain 400 ml of air.

Initial applications of this simulation revealed a design problem that was

traced back to the use of a constant breathing frequency to calculate the

concentration of xenon in the expired air tube. It became evident that the phase

coherence between this frequency and the frequency of the scans played a

significant role in determining the magnitude of error in the derived values of b.

This phase coherence however does not exist in the clinical situation for a patient

is not expected to maintain the same breathing frequency over the entire duration

of the study. Unfortunately, simulating the actual breathing pattern of a patient

would be very difficult. A patient could increase or decrease his breathing rate

at any moment, or pause any numerous times during the study. Instead of

attempting to simulate these fluctuations, a simpler method was adopted in which
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Figure 20

The computer simulated time course of xenon in the expired air tube (solid

line). The plateaus at the end-tidal concentration curve represent the static air in

tl-re tube as the patient inhales. The falls of the curve represent the concentration

of xenon in the tube as the patient exhales.
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a random number generator altered the breathing frequency between 17.5 and

19.5 breaths/minute before each CT scan. This refinement eliminates the constant

phase relationship and leads to more realistic results.

Inaccuracies in b and C,.o,. occur due to the inability of the expired air

scanning technique to measure the end tidal xenon concentration in expired air

at each sampling time. Sampling of the breathing curve using the CT scanner will

be random in nature due to variations in the patient's breathing frequency and

as such, the computer simulation must be run numerous times to cover all

possible events. The distribution of b resulting from the repeated simulations

serve to quantify the precision and accuracy of the proposed technique.

The second part of the computer simulation was designed to analyze the

effect of errors in b and C-n*, arising as a result of the expired air scanning

technique, on the accuracy and precision of rCBF measurements. A curve,

representing the buildup of xenon in brain tissue C(t), is generated using the Kety

equation in conjunction with theoretical values of b, C-u,, k and 1,. The Kety

equation is then refit to the tissue buiidup data points (sampled from this curve)

using the values of b and C-,* generated in the first part of the computer

simulation to yield best fit estimates of k and î, in the presence of expired air

scanning errors. rCBF is the product of these two parameters.


